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The notion of spaces of a generalized homogeneous type is developed in [2]. In
this paper, we introduce the sharp maximal function in this general setting, and
establish the equivalence of the L p norms between the sharp maximal function
and the HardyLittlewood maximal function, as well the JohnNirenberg type
inequalities. As applications, we discuss the concepts of the class of BMO functions
and Hardy spaces, and apply our BMOHardy space theory to the study of
singular integral operators.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In order to extend the traditional Euclidean space to build a general
underlying structure for the real harmonic analysis, the notion of spaces of
homogeneous type was introduced by Coifman and Weiss ([3], [4]).
A space of homogeneous type is a triple-fold (X, \, +) consisting of a
topological space X, a quasi-metric \ and a Borel measure +, which are
related by two axioms apart from their own definitions. That is, the basic
assumptions are that the balls B(x, r)=[ y # X: \(x, y)<r] centered at x
and of radius r>0 form a basis of open neighborhoods of the point x and
satisfy 0<+(B(x, r))< whenever r>0; and there exists a constant A
such that
+(B(x, 2r))A+(B(x, r))
for all x # X and r>0 (see [4]).
With the structure of the spaces of homogeneous type, a lot of the basic
results in real harmonic analysis in Rn, e.g., the theory of HardyLittlewood
maximal function, the theory of CalderonZygmund operators and the
theory of BMO spaces, were built up successfully ([3], [4]). However,
there are various settings being beyond the framework of spaces of homo-
geneous type, in which parts of the CalderonZygmund theory persist. One
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among those is the spaces of generalized homogeneous type developed
recently in [2]. This generalization is stimulated by the studies of the
Hilbert transform and maximal functions associated to the curves on certain
nilpotent Lie groups. In that paper, a new mathematical structure, which can
be regarded as a generalization or the variant of the spaces of homogeneous
type, was introduced; the HardyLittlewood maximal function and the
singular integral operator were studied; some applications were displayed.
The main purpose of this paper is to develop the BMO theory on
this new structure. Actually, in Sections 2 and 3, we shall introduce the
analogue of FeffermanStein sharp maximal function, establish the L p
equivalence between the sharp maximal function and the maximal function
and prove the JohnNirenberg inequalities. Based on the studies of the
sharp maximal function, we shall build up the corresponding BMO theory,
discuss their pre-dual spaces, Hardy spaces, and apply this theory to the
singular integral operators. These will be placed in Sections 4, 5 and 6,
respectively.
2. PRELIMINARY AND MAIN RESULTS
The following definition has been introduced in [2].
Definition 1. As to the notion of a space of generalized homogeneous
type, we assume we have a locally compact Hausdorff space X, a regular
Borel measure + on X and a doubly infinite sequence of nonnegative con-
tinuous functions [\j (x, y)]j # Z defined on X_X and corresponding balls
B(x, j, r)=[ y # X: \j (x, y)<r].
The mathematical structure is set up by the following axioms (cf. [2]).
(1) Each B(x, j, r) is connected.
(2) For each r>0, [B(x, j, r)]j # Z form a basis for the topology at x.
(This implies that for each r>0, [x]=j # Z B(x, j, r)).
(3) For every r>0 and x # X, j # Z B(x, j, r)=X.
(4) For each positive R, there is an A(R) such that if \j (x, y)R,
\j ( y, x)A(R) \j (x, y).
(5) For each positive R, there is an A(R) such that if \j (x, z)R
and \j (z, y)R,
\j (x, y)A(R)[\j (x, z)+\j (z, y)].
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(6) For all x, y # X, j # Z,
\j+1(x, y)\j (x, y).
(7) For each R>0, there is an A(R) such that if rR,
+(B(x, j+1, r))A(R)+(B(x, j, r))
for all x # X and j # Z.
(8) For each R>0, there is an A(R) such that if rR,
+(B(x, j, 2r))A(R) +(B(x, j, r))
for all x # X and j # Z.
We assume the underlying space X is defined as above throughout this
paper.
Naturally, the HardyLittlewood maximal function MR is defined by
MR f (x)= sup
x # B( y, j, R)
1
+(B( y, j, R)) |B( y, j, R) | f | d+,
where R>0 is fixed. The basic inequality concerning MR is as the following
(see [2]).
Theorem A. Suppose (X, \j , +) satisfy (4), (5), (6) and (8), then there
are constants C(R) and C( p, R) such that
+([x: MR f (x)>:])
C(R)
: |X | f | d+, (1)
and
&MR f &pC( p, R) & f &p (1<p<), (2)
where & } &p is the usual L p norm.
Definition 2. We shall be concerned with the sharp maximal function,
an analogue of the FeffermanStein sharp maximal function in Rn, defined
by
f *R (x)= sup
x # B( y, j, R)
1
+(B( y, j, R)) |B( y, j, R) | f (z)&fB( y, j, R) | d+(z),
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where R>0 is fixed and fE=1+(E) E f d+ is the average of f over
measurable set E. It is obvious that f *R (x)2MR f (x).
Like in Rn, or generally in a space of homogeneous type, the following
basic geometrical property still plays a important role in our setting.
Proposition 1 (cf. [2], p. 125). If B(x, j, r1) & B( y, i, r2){<, r1ar2 ,
ji, r1 and r2R, then there is a constant *(a, R), depending on a, R, such
that
B(x, j, r1)/B( y, i, *(a, R) r2).
We shall mainly use the case r1=r2=r, and write *(1, r)=*(r), *(r) r=r~
and B(x, j, r~ )=B (x, j, r).
However, our maximal functions are associated with a fixed R. Our
arguments can’t simply follow the procedures in the case of Rn, and some
new ideas are required, which we adopt from [2] heavily.
Now we are in the position to present our main results.
Theorem 1. Suppose +(X )=, r>0 and 1<p<. Then there exists
a constant C(r, p) such that
&Mr f &pC(r, p) & f *r~ &p
for all f # Lp.
Observing that given 0<r1<r2 we have Mr1 f(x)C(r1 , r2)Mr2 f (x), on
the other hand, for f # Lp, &Mr2 f &p, +A(r2 , p) & f &p, +A(r2 , p)&Mr1 f &p, + ,
we actually obtain the following
Theorem 1$. Under the conditions of Theorem 1, given 0<R, r<, we
have
&MR f &pC(R, r, p) & f *r &p .
When we consider the same problem in the case +(X )<, we can’t
expect the same estimate, since f *r =( f+C)
*
r for arbitrary constant C.
The corresponding result is the following.
Theorem 2. Suppose +(X )<, 1<p<, 0<R, r< and f # L p,
then there is a constant C(R, r, p), independent of f # L p, such that
&MR( f&fX)&pC(R, r, p) & f *r &p , (3)
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and
&MR f &pC(R, r, p) & f 3r &p for f0, (4)
where f 3r (x)=f
*
r (x)+| fX |, and fX is defined in Definition 2.
Finally, the JohnNirenberg type theorem is presented as:
Theorem 3. Suppose r>0. Then there exist constants b1=b1(r),
b2=b2(r)>0, such that
+([x # B : Mr ( | f (x)&fB | /B)(x)>*, f *r~ (x)’])b1e
&b2*’+(B)
for all balls B=B( y, j, r) with radius r, *>0 and ’>0.
3. PROOFS OF MAIN THEOREMS
First of all, we need a suitable decomposition lemma, which depends on
the following lemma in [2].
Lemma 1. Given ;>0, there exists a number d(;) such that for any non-
empty open proper subset 0 of X and any x # 0, there is an integer %=%(x)
satisfying
;\% (x, 0c)<d(;).
Remark 1. It is pointed out in [2] that one may omit the axiom 1) in
Definition 1 and replace 7) by that there is a constant *(R) such that
B(x, j+1, r)/B(x, j, *(R)r)
for all j # Z, x # X and rR. With this change, Lemma 1 is obvious.
The following decomposition lemma is inspired by [2] and [6] (p. 25).
In comparison with its analogue in [2], it has its own advantage in our
discussions. It allows us to drop the condition of f having bounded support
from our Theorems 1 and 2, and provides some ‘‘local’’ information which
is necessary in our proof of Theorem 3. On the other hand, its disadvan-
tage will be mentioned in Section 5.
Lemma 2. Given 0<r<;, suppose open set 0{X, K/0 is compact,
and closed set E/X. Then there is a finite sequence of balls [B(xj , %j , r)]
such that
(i) xj # K & E and ;\%j (xj , 0
c)<d(;).
(ii) K & E/ j B(xj , %j , r)/0.
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(iii) [B(xj , %j , $(r))] are pairwise disjoint, where $ (r)=r, in other
words $(r)=1(*(r)) r such that if B(x, j, $(r)) & B( y, i, $(r)){< and ji,
B(x, j, $(r))/B( y, i, r).
Proof. For each x # K & E, let %x be determined by Lemma 1. From
[B(x, %x , $(r)] (x # K & E), one can select a finite sequence [B(xj , %j , $(r)],
such that K & E/j B(xj , %j , $(r)). Now we refine the sequence by
induction and the following principle. At each step, we select a ball with
maximum index %j from the balls which are disjoint with all selected balls.
For simplicity, we still denote it by [B(xj , %j , $(r)]. Then a standard argu-
ment, depending on Proposition 1, shows that (iii) and the first inclusion
of (ii) hold. Since all xj # 0, and r<;\%j (xj , 0
c), the second inclusion of
(ii) is true. Lemma 2 is proved.
In later applications, we always choose E=K or B(x, j, r), the closure of
a given ball.
The proof of Theorem 1 is based on the following variant of ‘‘good-*’’
inequality, in which three, rather than two in traditional cases, functions
are involved.
Lemma 3. Under the conditions of Theorem 1, there are constants
C0(r)<1, C=C( p, r)>0, independent of f, such that for 0<:<C0 and
0<’<1 arbitrary, the inequality
+([x: Mr f (x)>*, f *r~ (x)’*])C(:
2p+’) +([x: Md(;) f (x)>:*])
holds for all f0, *>0, where ;=r~ and d(;) is as in Lemma 1.
Proof. Choose C1=C1(r) satisfying +(B(x, j, d(;))C1 +(B(x, j, r)),
then
Mr f (x)C1Md(;) f (x). (5)
If 0<:<1C1 , we have
[x: Mr f (x)>*]/[x: Md(;) f (x)>:*]. (6)
Suppose compact set K/0=[x: Md(;) f (x)>:*]{X. Let the sequence
[Bj]=[B(xj , %j , r)] be determined by Lemma 2 with E=K.
For each x # Bj , suppose ball B( y, iy , r)=Sr % x and Sr & B cj {<. Then
iy>%j , otherwise Sr/B j . Observe that \iy (xj , x)\%j (xj , x)<r, and
\iy ( y, x)<r, there exists a constant C=C(r) such that
Sr/B(xj , iy , r~ )/B( y, iy , C(r) r).
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It follows that
1
+(Sr) |Sr f/B j
c d+
C2(r)
+(B(xj , iy , d(;))) |B(xj , iy , d(;)) f d+C2:*,
since \iy (xj , 0
c)\%j (xj , 0
c)<d(;). Taking the supremum over all such Sr
we have
Mr ( f/B jc)(x)C2:* (7)
for all x # Bj . Choose C0=min(1C1 , 1(2C2)), then for 0<:<C0 ,
+([x: Mr f (x)>*, f *r~ (x)’*])
:
j
+ \{x # Bj : Mr( f/B j)(x)>*2 , f *r~ (x)’*=+
:
j
(+(Ij)++(IIj)), (8)
where
Ij={x # Bj : Mr ( | f&fB j | /B j)(x)>*4 , f *r~ ’*= ,
IIj={x # Bj : Mr ( | fB j | /B j)(x)>*4, f *r~ ’*= ,
Without loss of generality, we may assume [x: f *r~ (x)’*] & Bj{<. By
Theorem A, we have
+(Ij)
C(r)
* |B j | f&fB j | d+C(r) ’+(B(xj , %j , $(r))). (9)
Using the weak type (2p, 2p) inequality for Mr , we have
+(IIj)
C( p, r)
*2p | | fB j |
2p /B j d+
C( p, r) +(B j) \ 1*+(B(xj , %j , d(;))) |B(xj, %j, d(;)) | f | d++
2p
C( p, r) :2p+(B(xj , %j , $(r))), (10)
since B(xj , %j , d(;)) & 0c{<.
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Substituting (9) and (10) into (8), one obtains
+([x: Mr f (x)>*, f *r~ ’*] & K )C( p, r)(:
2p+’) :
j
+(B(xj , %j , $(r)))
C( p, r)(:2p+’) +([x: Md(;) f (x)>:*]).
Keeping (6) in mind, letting K  0, we complete the proof of Lemma 3.
Proof of Theorem 1. It follows from Lemma 3 that
&Mr f &pp=p |

0
+([x: Mr f (x)>*]) * p&1 d*
p \1’+
p
& f *r~ &
p
p+C( p, r) \: p+ ’: p+ &Md(;) f &pp .
Suppose C3=C3(r) such that
&Md(;) f &ppC3&Mr f &pp (11)
for all f # L p. Choose : small then ’ small satisfying C( p, r)
C3(: p+’: p) 12 , we get
&Mr f &pp2p \1’+
p
& f *r~ &
p
p .
Theorem 1 is proved.
Instead of Theorem 3, we shall prove a similar result first.
Lemma 4. Given r>0, there exist constants b$1 and b$2=b$2(r)>0, such
that
+([x # B: Mr ( | f (x)&fB | /B )(x)>*, f *r~ (x)’])b$1e
&b$2*’+(B)
for all balls B( y, j, r) with radius r.
Proof. Fix B = B( y, jy , r), we may assume ’ = 1, and B &
[x: f *r~ (x)1]{<.
It is obvious that there is a constant A1(r) such that for all x,
y # X, j # Z, and 0/X, if \j ( y, x)r and \j ( y, 0)r, then \j (x, 0)<
A1(r) r. Let ;=A1(r)r; A2(r) be the constant satisfying +(B(x, j, t~ ))
A2(r) +(B(x, j, t)) for all x, j and tr; C1 be the constant in the inequality
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(5) and C4 be the constant in (1) with R=d(;). Set *0=eC1C4A2(r)2, and
0=[x: Md(;)( | f&fB |/B )(x)>*0 C1], then
+(0)
C1C4
*0 |B | f&fB | d+
+(B)
eA2
<+(X ). (12)
Therefore we can apply Lemma 2 to 0, with a given compact set K/0
and E=B . Suppose we obtain a sequence [B(xj , %j , r)]=[Bj].
For ai (i=1, 2, 3, 4)>0 satisfying i ai>*0 , we have
{x # B: Mr ( | f&fB | /B )(x)>: ai=/B & 0
by (6), hence
+ \{x # B & K: Mr ( | f&fB | /B )(x)>: ai , f *r~ (x)1=+
:
j
(Ij+IIj+IIIj+IVj), (13)
where
Ij=+([x # Bj : Mr( | f&fB | /B "B j)(x)>a1 , f
*
r~ (x)1]);
IIj=+([x # Bj : Mr( | f&fB j | /B j)(x)>a2 , f
*
r~ (x)1]);
IIIj=+([x # Bj : Mr( | fBj&fB j | /B j)(x)>a3 , f
*
r~ (x)1]);
IVj=+([x # Bj : Mr( | fBj&fB | /B j)(x)>a4 , f
*
r~ (x)1]).
For estimates of these four items, we may assume Bj & [x: f *r~ (x)1]{<.
The argument, used to prove (7), shows
Mr ( | f&fB | /B "B j)(x)
C2 *0
C1
(14)
for all x # Bj .
Note that
| fBj&fB j |
A2
+(B j)
|
B j
| f&fB j | d+A2 infy # B j
[ f *r~ ( y)]A2 ,
since B j & [x: f *r~ (x)1]{<. Therefore
Mr ( | fBj&fB j | /B j)(x)A2 (15)
for all x # Bj .
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Now we deal with the item IVj . We claim that 0 & B{B, otherwise
B/0, which contradicts (12). It follows that \jy( y, 0
c)<r. Then we have
%jjy . Indeed, if %j>jy ,
\%j ( y, 0
c)\jy( y, 0
c)<r.
On the other hand, \%j ( y, xj)\jy( y, xj)r, since xj # B . These imply
\%j (xj , 0
c)<A1(r)r=;. It is a contradiction by Lemma 2 (i).
The estimate %jjy yields Bj/B , and
| fBj&fB |
1
+(Bj ) |Bj | f&fB | d+

C1
+(B(xj , %j , d(;))) |B(xj , %j , d(;)) | f&fB | /B d+*0 . (16)
Set a2=* arbitrary, a1=C2*0 C1 , a3=A2 and a4=*0 , then we have
i ai>*0 , Ij=0 (by (14)), IIIj=0 (by (15)) and IVj=0 (by (16)).
Given f and *>0, for each ball Br=B(x, j, r) define
_f, Br(*)=+([x # Br : Mr( | f&fB r | /B r)(x)>*, f
*
r~ (x)1]),
and
1f (*)=sup
x, j
_f, Br(*)
+(B(x, j, r))
.
Write b=a1+a3+a4 , which is a constant depending essentially on r. The
previous estimates yield that the left side of (13) is dominated by
1f (*) :
j
+(Bj )A21f (*) :
j
+(B(xj , %j , $(r)))
A2 1f (*) +(0)
1f (*) +(B)
e
(by (12)).
Letting K  0, we have
_f, B(*+b)
1f (*) +(B)
e
,
hence
1f (*+b)
1
e
1f (*) for all *>0. (17)
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Since 1f (*)1 and is non-increasing with respect to *, it is easy to see that
1f (*)1f (nb)e1&ne(2&(*b))
for * # [nb, (n+1)b) and n=1, 2, 3, ... . The foregoing inequality holds for
* # (0, b) obviously, and we get the required assertion with b$1=e
2 and
b$2=1b. The proof of Lemma 4 is completed.
Proof of Theorem 3. Assume ’=1, and B & [x: f *r~ (x)1]{<. Since
| fB&fB |
A2
+(B ) |B | f&fB | d+A2 ,
we have
+([x # B: Mr( | f&fB | /B)(x)>*+A2 , f *r~ (x)1]
+([x # B: Mr( | f&fB | /B )(x)>*, f *r~ (x)1]b$1e
&b$2*+(B)
by use of Lemma 4. The conclusion of Theorem 3 with b1=b$1eb$2A2 and
b2=b$2 follows easily. Theorem 3 is proved.
Proof of Theorem 2. The basic step is to obtain the corresponding
variants of Lemma 3. Precisely, suppose C0 , C4 are the same as those in
Lemma 3 and Lemma 4, and 0<2C4’<:<C0 , we shall prove
+([x # B: Mr( | f&fB | /B )(x)>*, f *r~ (x)’*]
C( p, r)(:2p+’) +([x # B: Md(;)( | f&fB | /B )(x)>:*]) (18)
for all balls B(x, j, r) with radius r, and
+([x: Mr f (x)>*, f 3r~ (x)’*])C(:
2p+’) +([x: Md(;) f (x)>:*]) (19)
for all f 0.
The crucial point is to check that 0, the sets in the right side of (18) and
(19), are proper subsets of X.
For (18), we may assume B & [x: f *r~ (x)’*]{<, then
+(0)
C4
:* |B | f&fB | d+
+(B )
2
.
For (19), if [x: f 3r~ (x)’*]{<, let f
3
r~ (x0)’*, then
+(0)
C4
:* |X f d+
+(X )
2’*
f 3r~ (x0)
+(X )
2
.
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These allow us to apply Lemma 2 to 0. Then the argument of the proof
of Lemma 3 yields (18) and (19), if we replace IIj in (8) by
IIj={x # Bj : Mr( | fB j&fB | /B j )(x)>*4 , f *r~ (x)’*= ,
when we prove (18); and note that f 3r~ (x)’* implies f
*
r~ (x)’* while
proving (19).
The inequality (4) follows from (19) immediately. On the other hand,
(18) deduces an uniform ‘‘local’’ estimate
|
B
[Mr( | f&fB | /B )(x)] p d+C( p, r) & f *r~ &
p
p
for all B(x, j, r) with radius r. Then (3) follows by a limit argument. This
completes Theorem 2.
4. NOTION OF BMO
A natural notion connected with the sharp maximal function is the class
of BMO functions (cf [4, 5, 8]). In these last three sections, the undefined
notations concerning interpolation are standard, and can be found, say, in
[1, 4 or 9].
Definition 3. Given R>0, we say a locally integrable (integrable if
+(X )<) function f is in BMOR if f *R # L
, and denote & f &*R=& f
*
R &
and
& f &BMOR={& f &*R& f &*R+| fX |
if +(X)=
if +(X)<,
where fX=1+(X ) X f d+.
The following result is derived from Theorem 3 immediately.
Corollary 1 (JohnNirenberg’s inequality). Given r>0, there are
constants b1 , b2>0 such that
+([x # B: | f (x)&fB |>*])b1e&b2*& f &
*r~ +(B)
holds for all f # BMOr~ , balls B=B(x, j, r) and *>0.
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As in Rn, Corollary 1 indicates some equivalent definitions of BMO.
Definition 4. For 0<p<, and given R>0, suppose f # L ploc if
+(X )=, or f # L p & L1 if +(X )<. Let
f *R, p(x)= sup
x # B( y, j, R)
inf
c \
1
+(B( y, j, R)) |B( y, j, R) | f (z)&c|
p d+(z)+
1p
.
We say such functions f # BMO pR , if & f &*R, p=& f *R, p &<, and define
& f &BMOpR={& f &*R, p& f &*R, p+| fX |
if +(X )=
if +(X )<, and p1.
Fix p. Given R and f, for every B=B(x, j, R), let CB, f=
minc(B | f (x)&c| p d+). When p1, the average fB is usually chosen as
replacement of CB, f .
Theorem 4. The following statements are equivalent.
(i) f # BMOr for all r>0.
(ii) For each r>0, there exist positive constants b1=b1(r) and
b2=b2(r, f ) such that
+([x # B: | f (x)&fB |>*])b1e&b2*+(B)
for all balls B=B( y, j, r) with radius r, and all *>0.
(iii) For some 0<p<, & f &*r, p< for all r>0.
(iv) For each r>0, there exist positive constants D1=D1(r) and
D2=D2(r, f ) such that
1
+(B) |B e
* | f ( y)&fB | d+( y)D1
for all balls B=B(x, j, r) with radius r, and all * # (0, D2].
Proof. We only need to prove that (iii) with 0<p<1 implies (ii).
Actually, we shall prove the inequality
+([x # B: | f (x)&CB, f |>*])b1e&b2*& f &
*r~ , p +(B), (20)
where B=B( y, jy , r), 0<p<1 and CB, f , associated with given p, are
defined in Definition 4.
The procedure is similar to the proof of Lemma 4. We may assume
& f &*r~ , p=1, and all absolute constants with subscript are the same as those
in the proof of Lemma 4.
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Fix a f, write CB, f=CB . Let ;=A1r, * p0 =eC1C4 A
2
2 , and 0=
[x: Md(;)( | f&CB | p /B )(x)>* p0C1].
Note that
|CB&CB |21+(1p)A1p2 \ 1+(B ) |B | f&CB | p d++
1p
21+(1p) A1p2 ,
since & f &*r~ , p=1. Set b0=3_2
1pA1p2 , and a1+a2>*0 , we have
[x # B: | f (x)&CB |>a1+a2+b0]/[x # B: | f (x)&CB |>a1+a2]/0.
(21)
It is easy to see that
+(0)
C1C4
* p0 |B | f&CB |
p d+
C1C4A2
* p0
+(B)<+(X ). (22)
Suppose the sequence [Bj]=[B(xj , %j , r)] is determined by Lemma 2 for
given compact set K/0 and E=B .
It is obvious that
|CBj&CB |2
1p _\ 1+(Bj ) |Bj | f&CBj |
p d++
1p
+\ 1+(Bj ) |Bj | f&CB |
p d++
1p
&.
Since & f &*r~ , p=1, we have
\ 1+(Bj ) |Bj | f&CBj |
p d++
1p
\ 1+(Bj ) |Bj | f&CB j |
p d++
1p
A1p2 .
On the other hand, the argument preceding (16) shows that %jjy , since
we chose ;=A1r, then Bj/B . Lemma 2(i) implies that
1
+(Bj ) |Bj | f&CB |
p d+
C1
+(B(xj , %j , d(;))) |B(xj , %j , d(;)) | f&CB |
p /B d+*P0 .
That is, we have
|CBj&CB |2
1p(A1p2 +*0). (23)
Set a1=* arbitrary, a2=21p(A1p2 +*0), b=a2+b0 . For Br=B(x, j, r),
f and *, define
_f, Br(*)=+([x # Br : | f (x)&CBr |>*])
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and
1f (*)=sup
x, j
_f, Br (*)
+(Br)
.
Combining (21) and (23), we obtain
+([x # B & K: | f (x)&CB |>*+b]):
j
+([x # Bj : | f (x)&CBj |>*])
1f (*) :
j
+(Bj )A21f (*) +(0)

1f (*)+(B)
e
(by (22)).
The argument used in the end of proof of Lemma 4 yields (20). Theorem 5
is complete.
The essentially important fact contained in Theorem 5 is that
Corollary 2. Suppose 0<p, q< if +(X )=, or 1p, q< when
+(X )<. If f # BMO pr , then f # BMO
q
$(r) and
& f &BMOq$(r)C( p, q, r) & f &BMO rp ,
where $ (r)=*(r)$(r)=r (cf. Proposition 1). In other words, for any r>0
and any pair p, q as above, BMO pr is embedded into BMO
q
$(r) continuously.
As the end of this section, we shall discuss the interpolation properties
of BMOR by use of Theorem 2 and a generalized version of Theorem 1.
Using the notations introduced in the beginning of this section, we can
rewrite Theorem 1’ in a more general version.
Theorem 1*. Suppose +(X )=, 0<p<q<. Given 0<R, r<,
there exists a constant C(R, r, p, q) such that
&MR, p f &qC(R, r, p, q) & f *r, p&q
for all f # Lq, where MR, p=(MR( f p)(x))1p.
The proof of Theorem 1* is similar to the proof of Theorem 1, and some
minor adjustments are indicated in the proof of Theorem 4. We shall omit it.
Definition 5. Suppose A0 and A1 are quasi-normed spaces continuously
embedded in a topological vector space A. If f # A0+A1 , define
K(t, f ; A0 , A1)= inf
f = f0+f1
(& f0&A0+t & f1&A1),
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where the infimum is taken over all representation f=f0+f1 , f0 # A0 ,
f1 # A1 .
The intermediate space (A0 , A1)%, q is then defined as the space of all
elements f # A0+A1 such that
& f &(A0 , A1)%, q=\|

0
[t&%K(t, f ; A0 , A1)]q
dt
t +
1q
<,
where 0<%<1, and 0<q.
Theorem 5. Given R>0. Suppose 0<:< if +(X )=, or 1:<
if +(X )<. Let 0<;, 0<q, 0<%<1 and p=:(1&%). Then
(L:, ;, BMOR)%, q=L p, q,
where L p, q are Lorentz spaces (see [1 or 9]).
Proof. The main idea is borrowed from [7]. By use of the reiteration
theorem (see [1]) and the well known fact that
(L p0, L p1)%, q=L p, q,
where 0<p0 , p1 p0{p1 , 0<q, 0<%<1 and 1p=(1&%)( p0)+
(%p1), it is sufficient to prove
(L:, BMOR)%, p=L p,
for 0<:<1 if +(X )=, or :=1 if +(X )<; while 0<%<1,
p=:(1&%).
Since L is embedded in BMOR continuously, we have
L p=(L:, L)%, p/(L:, BMOR)%, p .
Then Theorem 5 will be completed if we can prove
(L:, BMOR)%, p/L p, (24)
for : and p specified above.
First of all, we need some lemmas.
Lemma 5. Suppose 0< p0< p< if +(X )=, or 1< p< if
+(X )<. Let 0<: p. Then
& f &pC(R, p0 , p) & f *R, p0 & p if +(X )= (25)
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and
& f &pC(R, p) & f 3R &p if +(X )<, (26)
whenever f # L:, where f 3R is defined in Theorem 2.
Proof of Lemma 5. Suppose +(X )=. It follows from Theorem 1*
(before Definition 5) that (25) hold for all f # L p, since p0<p.
It is obvious that
|
B
| | f (x)|&CB, | f | | p0 d+|
B
| | f (x)|&|CB, f | | p0 d+|
B
| f (x)&CB, f | p0 d+,
then it follows that
( | f | )*R, p0 (x)f
*
R, p0
(x). (27)
For given f (x) and N>0, let
N if f (x)N
fN (x)={ f (x) if &N<f (x)<N&N if f (x)&N.
Since ( f+g+h)*R, p0 (x)3
1+(1p0)( f *R (x)+g
*
R (x)+h
*
R, p0
(x)), and
max(x, y)=
x+y+|x&y|
2
min(x, y )=
x+y&|x&y|
2
,
it follows (27) that
( fN)*R, p0(x)C( p0) f
*
R, p0
(x), (28)
for all N.
If f # L: with :p, we have fN # L p, and
& fN& pC &( fN)*R, p0 & pC & f
*
R, p0
&p (by (28)).
Then (25) follows.
When +(X )<, by use of Theorem 2, a similar argument shows that
& fN&p&MR( fN&( fN)X )&p+|( fN )X | +(X )1p
C(&( fN)*R & p+|( fN)X | +(X )
1p)
C(& f *R &p+|( fN)X | +(X )
1p).
Letting N  , we obtain (26). Lemma 5 is proved.
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Lemma 6. Let f # L:+BMOR . Suppose 0<p0:1 if +(X )=, or
:=1 if +(X )<. Then there exists a constant C( p0 , :, R)=C such that
CK(t, f ; L:, BMOR){t( f
*
R, p0
)* (t:)
t( f 3R)* (t)
if +(X)=
if +(X)<,
where
f *(s)=inf[*>0: +([x: | f (x)|>*])s]
is the non-increasing rearrangement of f.
Proof. In the proofs of this lemma and the rest of Theorem 5, we shall
deal with only the case +(X )<, since the proofs of the counterparts in
the case +(X )= are similar.
Let f=g+h, g # L1 and h # BMOR . Since ( f+g)* (t)f *(t2)+
g*(t2), we have
t( f 3R)* (t)t _(g3R)* \ t2++(h3R)* \
t
2+& .
Observe &h3R &=&h&BMOR and g
3
R(x)4MRg(x), the right side of the
foregoing inequality is bounded by
4t _(MRg)* \ t2++&h&BMOR& .
It follows from the weak type (1, 1) inequality (1) and the definition of f *,
we have
t(MRg)* \ t2+C(R) &g&1 .
So, we conclude
t( f 3R)* (t)C(R)(&g&1+t &h&BMOR).
Taking the infimum over all possible decompositions f=g+h, we complete
Lemma 6.
We are now ready to prove (24). Suppose f # L1 & BMOR , it follows
from Lemma 6 that
& f &(L1, BMOR )%, pC \|

0
[t1&% ( f 3R)* (t)]
p dt
t +
1p
=C & f 3R &p ,
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since p=1(1&%). Then we have
& f &(L 1, BMOR)% pC & f &p , (29)
by use of Lemma 5, since p>1 and f # L1.
Observe that L1 & BMOR is dense in (L1, BMOR), and L p is embedded
into (L1, BMOR)%, p continuously, one can extend (29) to all f #
(L1, BMOR)%, p . Theorem 5 is proved.
As in [7] (Remark 1, p. 685), Theorem 5 implies
Corollary 3. If T is a sublinear operator of type ( p1 , :) and carries
L p2 into BMOR boundedly for some R>0, then T is a bounded operator
mapping L p3, q into L p, q.
Here 0<p1 , p2, 0<:< if +(X )=, or 1p1 , p2,
1:< if +(X )<; while 0<%<1, 0<q, and
1
p3
=
1&%
p1
+
%
p2
, p=
:
1&%
.
5. HARDY SPACES
In this section, we shall discuss the pre-dual spaces of BMOqR , the Hardy
spaces. As in [4], we introduce the following
Definition 6. Given R>0 and 1<q, we say function a(x) is a
(1, q, R) atom if
(i) supp a(x)/B( y, j, R) for some y # X and j # Z.
(ii) ((1+(B( y, j, R))) B( y, j, R) |a(x)| q d+)1q+(B( y, j, R))&1.
(iii)  a(x) d+=0.
If +(X )<, the constant 1+(X ) is also considered to be an atom.
Now we define the Hardy space H 1, qR to be the subspace of L
1, consisting
of those functions f # L1 admitting an atomic decomposition
f (x)= :

j=0
*jaj (x) in L1 norm, (30)
where aj (x) are (1, j, R) atoms, and the coefficients [*j] satisfy
 j |*j |<. As usual, the infimum of the magnitudes  j |*j | taken over all
such representations of f will be denoted by & f &HR1, q . A straightforward
argument shows that & }&H R
1, q is a norm, and H 1, qR is a Banach space for
given q and R.
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A standard argument shows that (see the proof of Theorem B in [4])
Theorem 6. Given R>0 and 1<q<, then
(H 1, qR )*=BMO
q$
R ,
where X* is the dual space of X, and (1q)+(1q$)=1. More precisely, let
H 1, qR, c=[ f # H
1, q
R : supp f/B( y, j, R) for some y # X, j # Z], which is a
dense subspace of H 1, qR . Then, for each b # BMO
q$
R , the formula
Lb f=|
X
fb d+ f # H 1, qR, c
defines a continuous linear functional Lb # (H 1, qR )* with &Lb &3 &b&BMORq$ .
Conversely, each continuous linear functional L # (H 1, qR )* can be represented
by this formula. The element b # BMOq$R is uniquely determined and
&b&BMORq$3 &L&.
We shall now present the real interpolation theorem associated with
H 1, qR .
Definition 7. Suppose operator T maps H 1, qR into measurable func-
tions on X, we say that T is weak type (H 1, qR , p) (0<p<), if there exists
a constant C>0 such that
+([x: |Tf (x)|>*])\
C & f &H R1, q
* +
p
holds for all f # H 1, qR and *>0.
Theorem 7. Let r>0, 1<p0< and 1<q<p0 . Suppose T is a
sublinear operator of weak type (H 1, qr , 1) and weak type ( p0 , p0). Then for
each q<p<p0 , T is bounded from L p into L p.
Proof. Suppose +(X )= first. Without loss of generality, we
may assume f # L p & L. Given =>0 arbitrary. Recall Md(;), q f (x)=
(Md(;)( f q)(x))1q. For each k # Z, let
Ok=[x: Md(;), q f (x)>2k]{X,
where ;, d(;) are the same as those in Lemma 3.
Choose compact set 0k/Ok, such that
+(Ok"0k)
=
& f & p0 2
k( p&p0)+|k|
. (31)
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By virtue of Lemma 2, we have a finite sequence of balls [Bk, j ]j=
[B(xk, j , %k, j , r)]j . Write 0k= j Bk, j , and $Bk, j=B(xk, j , %k, j , $(r)). As
in [2], we can construct a sequence [Pk, j ] j of pairwise disjoint sets,
satisfying
$Bk, j/Pk, j/Bk, j (32)
and 0k= j Pk, j .
Set f (x)=gk(x)+hk(x), where
gk(x)={ f (x)fPk, j
x  0k
x # Pk, j ,
and
hk(x)=:
j
hk, j (x), hk, j(x)=( f (x)&fPk, j ) /Pk, j (x).
Now we produce a variant of CalderonZygmund decomposition for every
integer k. The ‘‘good’’ part gk is bounded by 2k ‘‘in almost areas in X,’’
rather than almost everywhere in traditional version (see [2] or [4]).
Indeed, it is obvious that | gk(x)|2k a.e. x # (Ok)c. When x # 0k, suppose
x # Pk, j , it follows that
| gk(x)|
1
+(Pk, j ) |Pk, j | f | d+\
1
+(Pk, j ) |Pk, j | f |
q d++
1q
\ C(r)+(B(xk, j , %k, j , d(;))) |B(xk, j , %k, j , d(;)) | f |
q d++
1q
(by (32))
C(r) 2k, (33)
since B(xk, j , %k, j , d(;)) & (Ok)c{< by Lemma 2(i).
For the ‘‘bad’’ part, we have
\ 1+(Bk, j ) |Bk, j |hk, j |
q d++
1q
2 \ 1+(Pk, j ) |Pk, j | f |
q d++
1q
C(r)2k.
Thus ak, j (x)=hk, j (x)(C(r) 2k+(Bk, j )) are (1, q, r) atoms, therefore
hk(x)=C(r) 2k :
j
+(Bk, j ) ak, j (x) # H 1, qr ,
and
&hk&H r1, qC(r) 2
k :
j
+(Bk, j )C(r) 2k+(Ok) (34)
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by Lemma 2 (ii), (iii). Now
&Tf & pp=p |

0
* p&1+([x: |Tf (x)|>*]) d*
C \:k 2
kp+([x: |Tgk(x)|>2k]+:
k
2kp+([x: |Thk(x)|>2k])+
=C(I+II ). (35)
Since T is weak type ( p0 , p0), we have
IC :
k
2k( p&p0) |
X
| gk | p0 d+
=C \:k 2
k( p&p0) |
0 k
} +:
k
2k( p&p0) |
(O k) c
} +:
k
2k( p&p0) |
Ok"0 k
} +
=C(I1+I2+I3). (36)
It follows from (33) that
I1C :
k
2kp+(0k)C |

0
* p&1+([x: Md(;), q f (x)>*]) d*
=C &Md(;), q f & pp C & f &
p
p , (since p>q). (37)
Keeping (31) in mind, one can see that
I3:
k
2k( p&p0) & f &p0+(O
k"0k):
k
=
2|k|
=3=. (38)
The second term in (36) is dominated by
C :
k
|
2 k+1
2 k
* p&p0&1 |
[Md(;), q f*]
| f | p0 d*
=C |
X
| f (x)| p0 |

Md(;), q f (x)
* p&p0&1 d* d+(x)
C |
X
| f (x)| p0 |

| f (x)|
* p&p0&1 d* d+(x)
=
C
p0&p |X | f |
p d+. (39)
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For the item II in (35), the assumption of the weak type (H 1, qr , 1) yields
IIC :
k
2kp&k &hk&H r1, q
C :
k
2kp+(Ok) (by (34))
C & f & pp (cf. (37)). (40)
Combining (35)(40), we get
&Tf & ppC(& f & pp+=),
then the required assertion follows.
Now we assume +(X )<. Given f, it follows from Theorem A that
there exists a *0((C+(X )) X | f |q d+)1q such that
[x: Md(;), q f (x)>*]{X
for all **0 . Suppose 2k0&2*<2k0&1. It is easy to see that
|
2k 0
0
* p&1+([x: |Tf (x)|>*]) d*C+(X ) 2 pk0C+(X ) \ 1+(X ) |X | f | q d++
pq
C |
X
| f | p d+,
by Ho lder’s inequality. On the other hand,
|

2k0
* p&1+([x: |Tf (x)|>*]) d*
C :
k=k0
2kp +([x: |Tf (x)|>2k])
C :
k=k0&1
2kp(+([x: |Tgk(x)|>2k])++([x: |Thk(x)|>2k])).
Then the previous argument is valid to estimate the foregoing representa-
tion. This completes the Theorem 7.
Remark 2. Using the CalderonZygmund decomposition of traditional
version in [2], we can prove Theorem 7 with the endpoint p0=. This
fact shows that our decomposition Lemma 2 has its disadvantages in some
circumstances.
Indeed, suppose T is bounded from L into L. If we have
&gk(x)&C2k by use of the CalderonZygmund decomposition in [2],
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then &Tgk&C2k (C is independent of k). Replacing f by fC, we may
assume &Tgk&2k. Thus the item I in (35) is zero. This concludes the
assertion.
6. SINGULAR INTEGRAL OPERATORS
Now we apply our BMO&H1 theory to the singular integral operators
on X, which were initially studied in [2] and associated with Hilbert
transforms along certain curves or surfaces.
Definition 8. Singular integral operator T is defined by
Tf (x)=|
X
K(x, y) f ( y) d+( y),
where the kernels K are essentially nice, say in L2, in order to make the
formula holding on a dense subset of L p.
Theorem 8. Let T be a singular integral operator. Suppose
&Tf &2A & f &2 ,
and there are ;>r>0 such that
|
\j ( y0 , x);
|K(x, y)&K(x, y0)| d+(x)A (41)
for all j # Z, y, y0 # X with \j ( y0 , y)r. Then
(i) There exists constant C(r, ;, A) such that
&Tf &1C(r, ;, A) & f &H r1, 2 .
(ii) For each 1<p<2, there is constant C(r, ;, A, p) such that
&Tf &pC(r, ;, A, p) & f &p .
Proof. For (i), it is sufficient to prove
&Tf &1C(r, ;, A)
for all (1, 2, r) atoms.
We may assume supp a/B( y0 , j, r) and  a=0, since the assertion is
obvious if +(X )< and a=1+(X ).
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Write
&Ta&1=|
\j ( y0 , x); } |X K(x, y) a( y) d+( y) } d+(x)
+|
\j ( y0 , x)<; } |X K(x, y ) a( y) d+( y) } d+(x)
=I+II.
Since  a =0, we have
I|
X
|a( y )| \|\j ( y0 , x); |K(x, y)&K(x, y0)| d+(x)+ d+( y )
A | |a( y)| d+( y) (by (41))A
by Definition 5 (ii). On the other hand,
II&Ta&2 +(B( y0 , j, ;))12A &a&2 +(B( y0 , j, ;))12C(r, ;, A).
This proves (i).
To prove (ii), we shall employ the dual argument, that is, the bounded-
ness of T from H 1, qr into L
1 is equivalent to the boundedness of its adjoint
operator T* from L into BMOq$r with 1<q< and (1q)+(1q$)=1.
Suppose 1<p<2. Let q=( p+1)2. The conclusion (i) implies that T* is
bounded from L into BMO2r , then from L
 into BMOq$$(r) by Corollary 2.
Using dual argument again, we can see that T is bounded from H 1, q$(r) into L
1.
Since T is (2, 2) as well, we conclude that T is ( p, p) by interpolation
Theorem 8. The proof of Theorem 9 is completed.
Remark 3. We can use Theorem 5 in the previous proof, instead of
Theorem 8. Indeed, we can prove T* is bounded from L p$ into L p$ by inter-
polation between its type (2, 2) and boundedness from L into BMO$(r) .
Meanwhile, we can replace the boundedness of T from L2 into L2 in the
assumptions by that from L p0 into L p0 for any 1<p0<, then conclude
its boundedness from L p into L p for each 1<p<p0 .
Remark 4. Conclusion (ii) was obtained in [2] by proving weak type
(1, 1) of T. Here we produce a new approach.
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